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TRAINING FROM THE

DOG'S PERSPECTIVE
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Expertise
Positive, proven training methods 
Experienced trainers and behavior
specialists run all of our classes 
Extensive background in working with
behavior issues, difficult dogs, and
shelter pups

Wide variety of classes ranging from dog
sports to specialty behavior programs 
Individualized attention for your 
specific needs
Group classes and private training

Opportunities
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Facility
18,500 sq. ft. training building
Heated, cooled, & matted with 
paw-friendly flooring
Convenient location just off major roads
Easy online registration

Why Train at
FOR YOUR K9
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For your K9’s skilled professional trainers

use methods that emphasize compassion,

communication and an appreciation of the

dog’s perspective. Good communication

and mutual respect are key for any

relationships' success. We help people

develop good communication skills to

enhance the dog/human relationship and

have fun learning new skills in a calm,

relaxed environment. We believe dog

training is a journey meant to be enjoyed

and cherished. We are deeply intertwined

with one another and emerge out of

relationships with not only people, but

every species. Our training philosophy is

based on Suzanne Clothier’s Relationship

Centered Training (RCT) approach, which

promotes a relationship of harmony and

mutual respect between humans and dogs.

LEARN, 
GROW, 
BOND,
HAVE FUN
WITH YOUR DOG!

&

They have a class
for everyone, from
the novice 1st time
dog owner to
serious dog sport
competitors.

- Kathy W.
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Expert training from a
dedicated staff who

provide your dog
personalized, positive

experiences in order to
address your dog's

specific needs. Many
types of classes are

available for all interests. 

-Victor T.

FLEXIBLE TRAINING OPTIONS
At For Your K9, we understand that your pet’s needs - and your schedule! - are
unique. We offer a wide variety of training formats during daytimes, evenings, and
weekends to help you reach your goals.

Builds skills over time while
working around other people,
dogs, and distractions.

Individualized training ideal
for behavioral training,
competition prep, and more.

Shorter group classes perfect
for those that want to focus on
a specific behavior or skill.

Group Training

One-On-One

Mini-Classes
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Excellent instruction in a welcoming and supportive training environment.
Wide range of class offerings from basic obedience and manners to advanced
dog sport classes especially Nose Work. 

Have been training my terriers here for 15 years. Always learning something
new and having fun with other dog people. It’s our happy place.

-Susan F.

GROUP TRAINING
For Your K9's classes are all designed to enhance the deep relationship
between humans and dogs. For Your K9 is here to help you enjoy every step
of a life shared with dogs.

...and much more!

Puppy Class

Basic Obedience

Beyond Basics

Canine Good Citizen

Tricks

Agility

K9 Nose Work

Barn Hunt

Rally Obedience

Advanced Obedience

Focused Fido

Reactive Dog

CLICK EACH TOPIC

For Class Details!
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We provide expert help with dog
behavior through consultations and
private lessons. We offer
temperament testing new litters,
rescue/shelter dogs, or to help select
your next performance dog. Classes
are available in person or online.

& EVENTS
TRIALS
WORKSHOPS 
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We offer a variety of training,
behavior, fitness, and health
related seminars and workshops
including Mental Management,
Canine Massage, and more. We
also regularly host fun matches,
trials, and other opportunities
for practice and competition.

BEHAVIOR
CONSULTATIONS

CLICK THE UNDERLINED TEXT
For Additional Details!
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Virtual Behavior Consults

Online Workshops & Training

Our online classes are designed to support you as you develop a
relationship with your dog. Armed with this information you can work
with your dog at your own pace. Examples of the many topics covered
include Puppy Socialization: Quality vs. Quantity, Separation Anxiety 101,
and your Shy/Fearful Dog. Click Here to see our current offerings.

Are you having behavior issues and classes aren't for you or you are too
far away? Schedule your one on one virtual behavior private. We can
work with a wide range of behavior problems including resource
guarding, reactivity, excitability and separation anxiety. Click Here for
more information or to scheule a virtual behavior consult.

Join us as we discuss everything from life skills to 
dog sports, selecting your next dog to life with your
senior pet, and everything in between. Guest 
speakers are frequently featured and share 
expertise in their fields. This ongoing series, 
offered at no charge to our clients, is our 
way of sharing our passion for the ongoing 
education of dog owners while enriching 
the lives of their pets. Click Here to join 
in on our Facebook Page!

Facebook Live Webinars

Online
OFFERINGS
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Sign up for our e-newsletter here and click the
icons below to connect with us on social media.

Be the first to know what's coming up!  

Enroll in a Class Today!
VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO

CLICK HERE
TO GET STARTED

706 Industrial Drive
Elmhurst, IL 60126

Click Map for Directions
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